A representative volume element (RVE) is related to the domain size of a microstructure providing a ''good" statistical representation of typical material properties. The size of an RVE for the class of quasi-brittle random heterogeneous materials under dynamic loading is one of the major questions to be answered in this paper. A new statistical strategy is thus proposed for the RVE size determination. The microstructure illustrating the methodology of the RVE size determination is a metal matrix composite with randomly distributed aligned brittle inclusions: the hydrided Zircaloy constituting nuclear claddings. For a given volume fraction of inclusions, the periodic RVE size is found in the case of overall elastic properties and of overall fracture energy. In the latter case, the term ''representative" is discussed since the fracture tends to localize. A correlation factor between the ''elastic" RVE and the ''fracture" RVE is discussed.
Introduction
A way to solve homogenization problems related to random media consists in using numerical simulations based on various samples of a periodic microstructure (Zaoui, 2001; Besson et al., 2001) . In that case, the concept of representative volume element (RVE) is often introduced. It represents nowadays an important issue in the mechanics and physics of periodic and random heterogeneous materials with a view to predicting their effective properties. For the French ''Institut de Radioprotection et de Sûreté Nucléaire" which is in charge of safety assessment, it is an efficient tool to get quantitative insight into the microstructure of hydrided Zircaloy cladding tubes contained in a nuclear reactor. After some years of life in nuclear reactor, this metal matrix composite exhibits a quasi-brittle behavior which can induce the failure of the cladding tubes during transient loading.
Few works have investigated the existence of an RVE and the possibility to determine its size for random linear heterogeneous materials, notably by using various statistical-numerical analysis. These methods combine numerical simulations (finite elements) with a statistical treatment (multiple realizations for sample generation and statistical analysis of the results). Among them, the methodology of Kanit et al. (2003) , constructed within the geostatistical framework (Matheron, 1971) , provides a connection between RVE size, number of realizations and estimation accuracy. However, this strategy can be computationally costly -in particular in the case of non-linear behaviors -which potentially reduces its attractiveness for industrial applications. Moreover, it still needs further validations since, so far, it has only been tested for linear mechanical properties (effective elastic and thermal properties). Therefore, this paper intends to develop a new statisticalnumerical RVE determination technique that guarantees, for given RVE size and precision, a sufficient number of realizations while offering a good compromise between the RVE size and the total CPU time. This method has also to be flexible enough to be applied to both linear and non-linear properties.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to an overview of RVE determination techniques. After recalling some classical RVE definitions, we describe the RVE determination approaches of Kanit et al. (2003) and Gitman et al. (2007) that will be useful for the construction of the proposed method. A new statistical-numerical RVE determination technique is introduced in Section 3: the main idea consists in modifying the high CPU cost stabilization technique of Kanit et al. (2003) , by introducing a criterion still based on the estimation error but integrating the uncertainty due to the limited size of samples involved in its computation. The test range dealing with a random two-phase quasi-brittle heterogeneous material under dynamic loading, with periodic conditions, is considered in Section 4. This test describes the micromechanical fracture modeling and studies the RVE sensitivity to hydrogen contents. The approach is applied in Section 5 to the RVE size determination of the hydrided Zircaloy with 10% of inclusions. The statistical analysis is first performed for a non-lin- ear property, the fracture energy, then to linear properties such as apparent stiffness. A correlation factor between linear and non-linear cases is proposed as well. All results are based on intensive numerical simulations performed with the numerical platform XPER (Perales et al., 2008) devoted to the study of dynamic fracture of heterogeneous materials.
RVE size determination
The behavior of heterogeneous materials is often described via the concept of representative volume element. Indeed, it is appealing to define the macroscopic structure with the help of a much smaller specimen (that is still large enough to be constitutively valid). Before answering the question of the RVE size for the class of quasi-brittle materials, one needs to properly define the notion of RVE and to summarize the different techniques of the literature in order to find an accurate representative size.
Review of definitions
Various classes of RVE definition are used in the mechanics of heterogeneous materials.
The first one can be derived from the knowledge of the statistical nature of the microstructure in order to characterize the macroscopic constitutive response of a heterogeneous material. The RVE is usually regarded as a volume V sufficiently large to be statistically representative of the material, i.e. it includes a sampling of all microstructural heterogeneities that occur in the material .
The second one is based on statistical properties. The RVE must ensure a given accuracy of the overall estimated properties obtained by spatial averaging of the stress, the strain or the energy fields (Kanit, 2003) . This definition, used later in this paper, includes the dependence of the RVE size to the considered mechanical behavior. In particular, it is now clear that the RVE size increases with the non-linearity of the considered behavior (Idiart et al., 2006) and with the degree of locality of the studied property: determining a local quantity (e.g. nth order momentum of the strain or stress field) with precision requires a larger RVE than for an overall quantity (e.g. mean strain or stress value).
Another definition given by Drugan and Willis (1996) states that the RVE ''is the smallest material volume element of the composite for which the usual spatially constant (overall modulus) macroscopic constitutive representation is a sufficiently accurate model to represent mean constitutive response". This last approach uses the solution of the homogenization for a composite medium and does not consider statistical fluctuations of the effective properties over finite domains.
Several studies have thus been attempted to define an RVE, for different purposes. The review of Gitman et al. (2007) reveals that: the RVE should contain enough information on the microstructure (Hashin, 1983) ; the RVE should be sufficiently smaller than the macroscopic structural dimensions (Zaoui, 2001) and sufficiently larger than the microstructural size (Drugan and Willis, 1996) ; the RVE must include a large number of micro-heterogeneities (inclusions, grains, voids, fibers, etc.) (Hill, 1963) ; the statistical homogeneous and ergodic properties ensure that the RVE is statistically representative of the macro response (Ostoja-Starzewski, 1998) ; the response of the RVE must be independent of the boundary condition type (Ostoja-Starzewski, 1998; Sab, 1992) ; the RVE size is given for a specific effective property Gitman et al., 2007) and for a volume fraction of microheterogeneities Segurado and Llorca, 2002) .
Traditionally, RVE sizes are defined as a minimum size of a microstructural cell that fulfills the requirement of statistic homogeneity. As such, it is a lower bound: large microstructural cells behave similarly while smaller microstructural cells do not . Ostoja-Starzewski (1998) have noted that the RVE is perfectly defined in two situations: unit cell in a periodic microstructure, and volume containing a very large (mathematically infinite) set of micro-scale elements, possessing statistically homogeneous and ergodic properties.
Concerning the RVE determination in practical cases, two main approaches can be distinguished which are based on: experimental observations (Shan and Gokhale, 2002; Romero and Masad, 2004; Graham and Yang, 2003) by combining basic morphological tools (such as covariance or covariogram of a random set (Zaoui, 2001; Jeulin, 2001 ) with stereological and image analysis techniques in order to describe the geometrical dispersion of the medium; effective properties by means of analytical approaches (an explicit non-local constitutive equation is employed (Drugan and Willis, 1996) or numerical analysis (Segurado and Llorca, 2002; Forest et al., 2000; Michel et al., 1999) .
From these studies, the differences in the results allow us to conclude that there is a priori no systematic quantification of the RVE sizes (dependence on the material structure, on the volume fraction of heterogeneities, etc.). The numerical estimates of the effective linear properties of random composites seem to be more accurate in the case of small volumes subjected to periodic boundary conditions, if a sufficient number of realizations is considered. These conditions are more suitable than homogeneous strain or stress boundary conditions. By introducing the concept of periodization of random media, Sab and Nedjar (2005) give a new definition of RVE which leads to estimates of its minimum size in agreement with existing theoretical results. They propose a qualitative convergence criterion for the numerical finite element simulations of a two-phase composite. This type of numerical estimates requires a statistical procedure to analyze the results.
Among statistical strategies, one can mention: the v 2 criterion (Gitman et al., 2007) , the stochastic stability , the stabilization of average and variance , a tolerance for the scatter (Vinogradov, 2001) , the two-point probability (Zeman and Sejnoha, 2001; Roberts and Garboczi, 2000) , etc. Most of them are based on Monte-Carlo simulations (Ostoja-Starzewski, 1998; Gusev, 1997) .
In this paper, we focus on a new numerical and statistical approach in the case of volumes with periodic boundary conditions. It exploits the key concept of integral range and is based on a new stopping criterion for sample construction integrating a bootstrap technique to evaluate the accuracy in the estimation of statistical quantities of interest.
Statistical-numerical RVE determination techniques
Since this study is devoted to RVE size determination for nonlinear behaviors, we recall in this section two successful RVE determination techniques: the first one proposed by Kanit et al. (2003) provides a general framework for RVE determination and is the starting point of our approach, but remains for the moment limited to linear behaviors; the second one introduced by Gitman et al. (2007) deals with non-linear mechanical behaviors but is still based on a very small number of realizations that can be not sufficient enough in the case of highly non-linear behaviors such as quasi-brittle fracture. In Section 3, the advantages of both approaches are combined to define a new stopping criterion.
Let us first recall some classical morphological tools that are efficient to describe the microstructural heterogeneities of random media. They are then integrated in the numerical and statistical RVE determination technique proposed in the sequel.
Morphological tools
Among morphological tools, the covariance function and its associated integral range provide a characterization of the geometry of random media. The covariance function associated to an ergodic and stationary random medium X and denoted CðX; hÞ is the two-point probability function, i.e. the probability for two points with the separation h to be in the set X:
CðX; hÞ ¼ Pðx 2 X; x þ h 2 XÞ:
For h = 0, the covariance, CðX; 0Þ, is the volume fraction of X. Its asymptotic value, called the covariance range, is equal to the square of the volume fraction of X and measures the characteristic length scale of the microstructure. In practice, it can be measured by intercepting the covariance functions (for various orientations in case of anisotropy) and their theoretical asymptotes (equal to the square of the volume fraction). The first local minima of the covariance functions can also be considered if there is no intersection (Jeulin, 2001; Kanit et al., 2006 ). An example of the hydrided Zircaloy is presented in Figs. 1 and 2, with a volume fraction about 5%: the asymptotic value is represented by dotted line. The covariance ranges are obtained in the circumferential and radial directions: 50 Â 3 lm 2 . The covariance function allows to introduce the integral range A (Matheron, 1971; Jeulin, 2001) :
where n is the dimension of the space. Defining effective properties from spatial averages of random fields over a volume V; A leads to get a quantitative insight into the fluctuations of the average values over different realizations of the real microstructure inside the same volume (and therefore into the precision of the estimation). It is then possible to exhibit a RVE corresponding to the volume V such that a given precision is reached. However, these tools remain limited to RVE determination associated to morphological properties such as volume fraction. Kanit et al. (2003) and Kanit (2003) have thus proposed a methodology integrating these tools in order to extend this RVE determination to any effective property. Kanit et al.'s (2003) methodology for linear properties For the rest of the paper, ZðVÞ denotes the spatial average of a scalar random field ZðxÞ over a volume V:
Overview of the
where jVj is the measure of V. Kanit et al. (2003) introduce the integral range of ZðxÞ as a generalization of Eq. (2) to any random function. For the sake of simplicity in the notations, this quantity is also noted A. The fluctuations of ZðVÞ (or equivalently the variance in statistics) are then expressed thanks to A. More precisely, in the case of an additive scalar over the volume V, the variance of ZðVÞ reads (Matheron, 1971) :
where D
2
Z is the point variance of the random process Z. In case of non-additivity, Kanit et al. (2003) propose the following power law:
For a two-phase material with linear property Z 1 for phase 1 (with f v volume fraction) and Z 2 for phase 2 (1 À f v volume fraction), the point variance D 2 Z is given by:
Combining (4) and (5), the variance of ZðVÞ is obtained as a function of the volume fraction, the properties of each phase, the volume and the integral range:
This variance D 2 Z ðVÞ translates the precision of the estimation of the studied property. Indeed, according to a classical result of sample theory, the absolute error e abs and the relative error e rel on the exact mean value M of the random process ZðVÞ, obtained with N independent realizations of volume V are deduced from the interval of confidence by:
From (4) and (7), one can derive the number of realizations to reach a given relative error for a fixed volume V by:
In the same way, the smallest volume with a given absolute error e abs and N realizations is: The vertical (resp. horizontal) direction is referred as radial (resp. circumferential) in the sequel. Algorithm 2.1. Kanit et al.'s (2003) approach can be summarized as follows:
''generate different realizations of the microstructure for 4-5 different volume sizes V, submit each microstructure to loading periodic boundary conditions and record the effective property, compute mean value and variance of the effective property for the considered volume sizes; check that the number of realizations was sufficient for each volume by applying the sampling rule (7), identify the integral range A and the power a in model (4), set the wanted precision for the estimation of the effective property e rel and a number of realizations N; use model (9) to deduce the final RVE size".
Eqs. (6), (8) and (9) 
Therefore, the accuracy of the estimation strongly depends on the number of realizations chosen by the users. Algorithm 2.1 thus requires a high number of computations (from 10 to 2500, depending on the size of V in Kanit et al. (2003) ). The stopping criterion leading to the sufficient number of realizations is based on the stabilization in the estimation of the mean and variance. This framework is very appealing since the RVE size can be determined for any specific physical or morphological linear property, any given contrast of this property in different phases and any given precision in the estimation. One can find the minimal number or the minimal RVE size by prescribing a RVE size or number, which is not in the initial sampling. Moreover, this procedure can be applied to any microstructure and random model, with different boundary conditions (kinematic uniform, stress uniform and periodic boundaries).
Until now, Kanit et al.'s (2003) approach has provided successful results in the case of a three-dimensional Voronoï mosaic and of a real two-phase heterogeneous material from food industry (Kanit et al., 2006) , as for elastic, thermal and morphological properties, like volume fraction. However, the stabilization criterion to select the sufficient number of realizations is computationally costly and not always affordable when considering non-linear properties requiring for each simulation a large number of time steps (plasticity, fracture, etc.). Moreover, to our best of knowledge the ability of the Kanit et al.'s (2003) methodology for non-linear properties has not been tested yet and the connection between elastic and nonlinear cases is still an open question. Among recent works dealing with non-linear properties, one can mention the successful works of Gitman et al. (2007) and Gitman (2006) , briefly recalled in the sequel.
Overview of Gitman et al.'s (2007) methodology for non-linear properties
In this work, RVE existence and size have been analyzed for three regimes -linear elasticity, hardening and softening -by considering three phase granular materials with various distributions of inclusion size and volume fraction of inclusions. Based on a statistical analysis of numerical experiments (the computed average stress), the authors have concluded about an RVE existence both in the elastic and hardening regimes. In the softening regime, Gitman et al. (2007) seem to conclude to the RVE nonexistence. This lack of RVE existence is related to the loss of statistical homogeneity in the material due to the localization of the fracture. To our best of knowledge, the question of the RVE existence is still open and the answer can depend on the overall property of interest and on the type of considered microstructure. Nevertheless, the term ''representative" volume element has here to be understood as the domain size over which the proposed statistical-numerical method takes place in order to produce effective fracture energy. The question of the RVE existence for the class of materials we have in mind is further discussed in the last part of the paper.
The Gitman et al.'s (2007) This statistical process is based on the generation of five samples for each volume fraction and each volume size. In the general non-linear case, such a small number of realizations cannot be sufficient unless considering very large RVE size leading to high computational cost .
Therefore, it becomes necessary, for industrial applications, to introduce a new RVE determination technique flexible enough to be applied to both linear and non-linear properties while ensuring a reasonable computational time. Since the geostatistical framework turns out to be appropriate for such a construction, our goal is here to propose a new methodology based on Kanit et al.'s (2003) approach with the following requirements: guarantee, for a given RVE size and precision, a minimal number of realizations and offer a good compromise between the RVE size and the CPU time; provide a correlation factor between the integral range in the linear and non-linear cases, for the studied material: the hydrided Zircaloy.
A new statistical-numerical method
In order to reduce drastically the number of computations required by Kanit's methodology, we start by defining a new stopping criterion.
Uncertain variance and mean value
As mentioned in the previous section, Eq. (7) plays a central role in the Kanit et al.'s (2003) approach since it connects the precision of the estimation to the integral range thanks to the variance (6). Starting from the same model, the underlying idea of our method is not to consider D 2 Z ðVÞ and M as known value (which requires in Kanit et al. (2003) a large number of computations to reach stabilized variance and mean estimations) but as uncertain parameters. This uncertainty is due to the lack of precision in their estimation because we are working with limited-size samples. In other words, we assume that D 
and M and the definition of our stopping criteria are fully detailed in the sequel.
Uncertainty range associated to the mean value M
Similarly to (7), a classical result coming from the theory of sample provides the absolute error related to the estimation of M even if the variance D 2 Z ðVÞ is unknown (Conover, 1999) . More precisely, it is possible to derive, using the 95% confidence interval, an uncertainty range for M depending on the sample size N, that reads for each V:
where MðX N Þ and SðX N Þ are defined by Eq. (10), and where T N is a value deduced from the 95% confidence interval of the Student law of parameter N À 1, i.e. PðÀT N < T 6 T N Þ ¼ 0:95; T being the Student law.
Remark 3.1. Similarly to (7), expression (12) is usually established under normality assumption (i.e. when the sample is drawn from a normal probability density function). However, it is still true for any probability density function provided N is sufficiently large.
Uncertainty range associated to the variance D 2
Z ðVÞ Contrarily to the estimation of M, there exists no classical result leading to the uncertainty range associated to D 2 Z ðVÞ without assuming normality. Therefore, a bootstrap technique (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993) is here proposed to exhibit the accuracy of the variance estimation. The computer-based bootstrap method provides measures of accuracy of any statistical estimate. It is performed in three steps (Fig. 3): starting from the initial N-sample X N ¼ ðZðVÞ 1 ; . . . ; ZðVÞ N Þ, construct B extra N-samples, X In the following B is set to 1000. Similarly to the mean estimation, we choose the 95% confidence interval to define the uncertainty range, I D 2 Z ðVÞ . In practice, it is computed from the empirical cumulative distribution function estimated in the third point of the bootstrap algorithm (the cumulative distribution function of a random variable X is defined by F X ðxÞ ¼ PðX 6 xÞ).
Stopping criterion
After integrating the previous uncertainties and propagating them through Eq. (7), an uncertainty range associated to the relative error can be derived. As can be seen in Fig. 4 and anticipating the results of Section 5, the propagation leads to much more information than an uncertainty range of type ½ rel;min ; rel;max . Since the variance and the mean are uncertain, the uncertainty attached to In the same way, the three curves of a same group represent the possible maximal value of the mean, the mean provided by the estimator and the possible minimal value of the mean. Therefore, Fig. 4 appears to be a relevant representation of the available information related to uncertainty. It allows the user to extract the information of interest. Typical strategies can be:
Strategy 1: fix the number of realizations (e.g. N ¼ 17) and consider the associated uncertainty range constructed from the uppermost and lowest curves of Fig. 4 (here [1.8%, 3 .7%]). This strategy is particularly interesting when due to limited computational resources, the number of runs cannot exceed a maximum number of realizations. It is then possible for users to know the uncertainty attached to their results.
Strategy 2: fix the relative error (e.g. e rel ¼ 1:7%) and consider the number of realizations to reach this accuracy. From Fig. 4 , there are nine possible numbers of realizations. One can then get the expected number following: -an ''optimistic" strategy that integrates uncertainties but chooses the smallest number of realizations (N ¼ 22 with the lowest curve), -an ''average" strategy that neglects uncertainties and trusts the value given by classical estimators (N ¼ 36 with the middle curve of the middle group), -a ''pessimistic" strategy that focusses on the uppermost curve and leads to the maximal number of realizations ðN ¼ 45Þ.
The ''optimistic" and ''average" strategies are less computationally costly than the ''pessimistic" one but do not guarantee that the fixed accuracy is reached for this number of realizations. It should be underlined that the Kanit et al.'s (2003) methodology is an ''average"-type strategy. In that case the associated lack of precision is circumvented by performing a very large number of realizations that are not affordable in many non-linear cases.
Keeping in mind that an accurate estimation of the relative error is crucial for RVE determination, we focus on Strategy 2 for the rest of the paper. By construction, the ''pessimistic" strategy is the most reliable to ensure an accurate estimation while requiring a lot less simulations than the stabilized procedure associated to the average-type strategies. Therefore, a new stopping criterion is introduced to derive a sufficient number of realizations N such that the relative error in the ''worst case" (i.e. provided by the uppermost group of curves), noted for sake of simplicity rel;max , does not exceed a given error. The following definition states our new stopping criterion.
Definition 3.1. The sufficient number of computations to reach a relative error of x% is defined as N crit such that rel;max 6 x%. Fig. 4 , the sufficient number of realizations to reach a relative error of 2% is about 37, in our example.
Based on

Statistical-numerical algorithm
Integrating this new stopping criterion, our statistical-numerical method can be summarized as follows:
fix the morphology, the spatial distribution and the volume fraction of the heterogeneities, choose various volume sizes, set the desired relative error and use the new stopping criterion to build a sample for each volume V, for each volume V, estimate the variance D In this algorithm the number of realizations is reduced to the minimal number of calculations (according to the selected strategy) required to reach a given accuracy: it is no more necessary to perform a huge number of computer runs to ensure stabilization in the estimations.
Remark 3.2. According to Algorithm 3.1, the integral range is identified once the relative error has been fixed. This procedure reduces drastically the computational cost but the price to pay is that the integral range is estimated with a given accuracy depending on the fixed relative error. This is not completely in full agreement with the geostatistical theoretical framework that assumes that A does not depend on rel . However, it is expected that the estimated integral range converges to a stabilized value (i.e. the ''true" value of A) for sufficient small relative errors. Therefore, in the numerical applications of Section 5, we fix a small relative error when possible (linear case, Section 5.2). If not, we analyze the evolution of the estimated integral range with respect to the relative error in order to verify its stabilization and to propose a conservative estimation (non-linear case, Section 5.1).
The rest of this paper is devoted to an application of Algorithm 3.1 to the case of two-phase quasi-brittle heterogeneous materials. We start by describing in the next section the test study, focussing on the non-linear property we are interested in. Then, the full analysis is performed for RVE determination of this non-linear property (Section 5) and a connection to the linear case is established as well (by defining the RVE size associated to elastic properties).
The test range
This application is related to nuclear fuel safety studies that IRSN is currently conducting. The core of a Pressurized Water Reactor contains a stack of fuel pellets surrounded by a Zircaloy cladding tube. During nuclear reactor operation, the microstructure of these tubes evolves because of the migration/precipitation of hydrogen and the irradiation/oxidation by the water. At high burn-up, this microstructure appears as an heterogeneous twophase material, constituted of zirconium hydrides inclusions embedded in a Zircaloy metal matrix. The hydride-induced embrittlement can lead to the failure of the fuel rods under accident conditions. The heterogeneities are given by the heterogeneous microstructure (inclusions) and by the cracks in the structure. In order to study the dynamic fracture of this type of non-linear and heterogeneous material, a numerical platform XPER (Perales et al., 2008) has been developed. It especially provides the fracture energy which is the non-linear property we are interested in. 
Fracture modeling and XPER software
The XPER software allows to simulate the fracture dynamics of heterogeneous materials at finite strain, from the crack initiation to non-smooth post-fracture, in a periodic homogenization framework. The micromechanical method developed in Perales et al. (2008) consists in a cohesive/volumetric finite element approach involving the concept of Frictional Cohesive Zone Model (denoted FCZM), in the Non-Smooth Contact Dynamics (NSCD) framework. The effective properties related to fracture mechanics are obtained by periodic numerical homogenization. A two field finite element formulation (including a periodic displacement field and an average deformation gradient field) and an extension of the NSCD method have been introduced (Perales et al., 2008; Perales, 2006) .
More precisely, the dynamic fracture is studied using a multibody concept. According to the cohesive/volumetric strategy, the micromechanical modeling consists in introducing FCZM between each element of a finite element mesh: the bulk behavior inside the meshes describes the hardening behavior without any damage; the FCZM surface properties between the meshes take damage effects into account.
By coupling these both behaviors, the overall progressive damageable behavior is then obtained. The FCZM is a numerical representation of the local physics of the fracture processes, from crack initiation to post-fracture frictional contact on the crack lips. Here, the FCZM is based on the cohesive-friction coupling proposed by Raous et al. (1999) and on an irreversible surface damage law. A cohesive stress R coh is introduced in the Signorini-Coulomb problem (13) and is related to the displacement jump [u] across the future crack lips:
The subscripts N and T, respectively, denote the normal and the tangential components whereas n is the unit normal vector of the FCZM. C N and C T correspond to the initial normal and tangential stiffness of the perfect interface. I D is the indicator function of the set D and l the Coulomb friction. The surface variable b of damage is governed by (14) where the function g describes the weakening process leading from perfect interface to crack (b ¼ 1, the interface is undamaged, 0 < b < 1, the interface is partially damaged and b ¼ 0, the interface is fully damaged).
b ¼ minðgðk½ukÞ; gðk½uk max ÞÞ;
; 0 6 b 0 6 1 is an initial surface damage, w is a reference fracture energy, R max is the maximum value of the cohesive stress and k½uk max is the maximum value reached by k½uk during the fracture process.
The non-regularity introduced by the FCZM relationships (13) and (14) is treated with the NSCD approach (Jean et al., 2001) . The dynamic equation combined with contact and friction problems can be written in a discrete form, via an implicit time integration scheme, without any regularization nor penalization.
The determination of the overall behavior of a heterogeneous material is thus numerically made in a multibody periodic numerical homogenization framework. The displacement field u is splitted as:
where X is the initial position vector, I is the second-order identity tensor, u # is the periodic displacement field and F is the mean value of the transformation gradient:
At any boundary of a continuous and independent body K of a finite element discretization, the FCZM (13) and (14) is introduced:
where P is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress, N is the outward unit normal vector to K; ½u # is the periodic part of the displacement jump across @K. The NSCD framework is extended to this periodic formulation (Perales et al., 2008) .
Mechanical data
In what follows, the finite element discretization is based on linear displacement triangular elements arranged in a ''crossed-triangle" quadrilateral pattern. As can be seen in Fig. 5 , the chosen periodic microstructure is composed of a metal matrix (Zircaloy) and randomly distributed rectangular aligned inclusions (zirconium hydrides).
The Zircaloy behavior is assumed to be elastoplastic (von Mises criterion, J2 plasticity) and hydrides to be elastic (see Table 1 ). The FCZM coefficients of Zircaloy, zirconium hydrides and Zircaloy-hydride interface are given in Table 2 . Moreover, a low friction coefficient l ¼ 0:05 upon the post-crack lips is considered. As indicated in Fig. 5 , a macroscopic strain gradient rate is imposed along the direction of the aligned inclusions (direction e 1 ), using the two fields approach (15). Table 2 Constitutive parameters for cohesive surfaces. 
RVE sensitivity to volume fraction of inclusions
This section is devoted to the study of the effect of the volume fraction on the RVE size and on the fracture energy accuracy. In particular, our attention focusses on the volume fraction of inclusions that gives the maximal standard deviation of the fracture energy. The fracture energy is defined as the strain energy density dissipated during the entire fracture process (area under the stress-strain curve). This sensitivity to volume fraction is performed with a fixed RVE size: a rectangular domain with 20 lm of width and 88 lm of length. The inclusions are also assumed to be rectangular with 2 lm of width and 10 lm of length, and the volume fraction of inclusions f v varies from 5% to 100%.
Five realizations are considered for each volume fraction of inclusions: five unit cells with the same size but different inclusions distributions are chosen. These distributions are randomly selected according to an initiator system guaranteeing the uniqueness of each realization (Figs. 6 and 7) . The centres of inclusions are randomly distributed using a hard-core point process: a non-overlapping distance can be prescribed between each inclusion. This distance is set to zero along the circumferential direction, whatever the volume fraction of inclusions; but is set to one micron along the radial direction for volume fraction lower than 40% and to zero for volume fraction between 40% and 60%. Over 60% of inclusions, a dead leaves process is used in order to reach the prescribed volume fraction of inclusions. This switch could introduce a certain bias in the non-symmetry of the standard deviation of the fracture energy around f v ¼ 50%. Since the applications we have in mind only concern low volume fraction of inclusions, this bias has no real influence on the results of this study. The hydride-induced embrittlement is underlined in Fig. 8 where stress-strain curves are plotted for volume fraction of inclusions ranging from 0% to 100% (a single initiator for each curve): the maximal stress increases whereas the strain to rupture decreases, when the volume fraction of inclusions increases.
The sensitivity of the overall response to the volume fraction of inclusions is shown in Fig. 9 for volume fraction ranging from 5% to 50%. This figure clearly indicates that the gap between the overall stress-strain curves depends on the volume fraction of inclusions. In particular, looking at the softening part of the curves, this gap increases from f v ¼ 5% to f v ¼ 10% and decreases from f v ¼ 10% to f v ¼ 50%. A similar tendency is observed in the elastic part of the curves. However, the sensitivity of the overall stress-strain response to the realizations does not seem to be the same in the elastic part and in the softening part. According to these first results (see Fig. 9 for f v ¼ 10%, top right), it seems that the error range associated to the overall elastic properties is much smaller than the one associated to the fracture energy. This important point, that will be confirmed in the sequel, arises from the fact that the overall elastic properties only depend on the initial microstructure, but that the fracture properties depend over and above on the microstructure induced by the network of developing cracks. Due to localization of the fracture, this induced microstructure takes place at a much larger scale than the one of the initial microstructure. In particular, the final failure is often the consequence of a unique macro-crack.
To conclude this pre-analysis, the sensitivity of relative standard deviation of the fracture energy to the volume fraction of inclusions is given in Fig. 10 . The maximal dispersion is about 5% and occurs for f v ¼ 10%. For the other volume fractions, the dispersion remains smaller than 3%. Therefore, when f v ¼ 10%, the number of realizations to reach a given accuracy is expected to be larger than the required number associated to the other volume fractions. This value is thus kept for the statistical-numerical computations. In order to use (6)-type statistical expression, the properties Z i of each phase have to be determined. The properties of interest are here the apparent stiffness, denoted by C Z (resp. C H ) for the Zircaloy (resp. hydride) phase, and the fracture energy, denoted by E Z (resp. E H ) for the Zircaloy (resp. hydride) phase.
The stress-strain curves for the Zircaloy without inclusions (Fig. 11 left) and the 100%-hydrided Zircaloy (Fig. 11 right) 
Numerical results
In this section, our statistical-numerical analysis (Algorithm 3.1) is applied to the previous test study with 10% of inclusions. Keeping in mind the two requirements mentioned at the end of Section 2 (''optimal" non-linear RVE, link between a non-linear RVE and a linear one), we start by focussing on the non-linear property, the fracture energy (denoted E). Then, in order to make the connection to the linear case, we perform the same study for the apparent stiffness (denoted C).
Fracture energy property
Sample construction
The construction of the samples is based on 13 volume sizes which are listed in Table 3 . These volumes have from 2 to 36 inclusions, i.e. their dimension is between 49 lm Â 12 lm and 215 lm Â 49 lm (RVE aspect ratio is about the same as the inclusions aspect ratio). Fig. 12 displays an example of three periodic volumes. The mean CPU time per volume size is also provided in Table 3 : the bigger the volume size, the more important the time calculation (about 5 hours for a RVE with 2 inclusions and about 14 days for a RVE with 36 inclusions). In order to define the number of realizations for all volume sizes, the relative error is arbitrarily set to e rel ¼ 2:5%. Following Definition 3.1, we start by plotting, for each volume, the upper uncertainty range ( rel;max corresponding to a ''pessimistic" strategy) versus the number of realizations (see Fig. 13 ). It is then straightforward to exhibit the sample size that guarantees a relative error smaller than 2.5%. Note that the curves of Fig. 13 have a monotonous decreasing shape. However, a local non-monotonicity appears around N ¼ 17 for the volume corresponding to 10 inclusions and N ¼ 6 for the biggest volume. This is due to the fact that the relative error is computed using an estimated version of the variance. Therefore, it can happen that, for a given N, a large value of fracture energy is drawn, leading to a larger dispersion. That is why working with the middle group of curves (the ''average" strategy) is not satisfactory to derive the number of realizations associated to a prescribed relative error. On the contrary, integrating uncertainty margins in the analysis and considering rel;max guarantees that the fixed relative error is not exceeded. Table 3 summarizes the number of realizations, the maximal variance and the mean associated to each volume. As expected, the sample size and the variance decrease when the volume size increases.
Estimations of the integral range
The integral range is estimated thanks to (6). From now on the volumes are treated as three dimensional: our simulations were performed in 2D under the plane strain assumption, the length in the third direction being 1 lm. Using Eq. (17), the point variance of the fracture energy property reads:
Since the maximal variance D 2 E;max ðVÞ is known for each volume V, the variance ratio D Fig. 14 (right) displays A E versus 1= rel . As expected, for small relative error (i.e. large 1= rel ) the estimated integral range tends to stabilize. Expression (18) is therefore a 
where j E is a constant depending on the studied property. This constant can be evaluated from Eq. (19) and Fig. 15 . We get: j E ' 23:82.
This result in the non-linear field is very relevant. With a reasonable computer cost, it provides, from the fitted power law and for a given accuracy, the number of realizations (resp. the RVE) for any V (resp. any N) and not only for those of the sample. For example, if the user wants to perform 10 realizations, a volume of 4:4 Â 10 3 lm 3 with 15-16 inclusions is necessary to reach a relative error of 2.5%.
The range of validity of this methodology is illustrated in Fig. 16 , where the dispersion and the mean value of the fracture energy associated to the volume samples are plotted. On the left side of this figure, it can be shown that the mean tends to stabilize and that the dispersion decreases when increasing the domain size.
Moreover, drawing the relative error rel ¼ 2:5% around the mean value of the fracture energy obtained for the biggest domain, we observed that a convenient precision is attained for domain size over 3000 lm Note that the mean value of the fracture energy seems to converge when the domain size increases. This situation is not observed by Gitman et al. (2007) : the microstructure studied by these authors exhibits a ''deterministic size effect" ( the probability of the Weibull's ''weakest link" increases with respect to the sample size). The microstructure studied here does not seem to exhibit such an effect. This is a priori due to the chosen sampling process used for 10% volume fraction of inclusions: a hard-core point process with non-zero non-overlapping prescribed distance along the direction perpendicular to the macroscopic loading (no creation of cluster of brittle inclusions promoting the mode I fracture). The RVE existence obtained here has thus to be considered as a particular case and no further generic conclusion can be drawn for softening materials.
Elastic property: apparent stiffness
The statistical-numerical algorithm turns now to be applied to elastic properties. The goal is to identify the model parameters of the power law (6) in order to make the connection between linear and non-linear cases in the next section.
Keeping the same volume sizes for this linear study (see Table  3 ), Fig. 17 displays the evolution of the maximal relative error (here e rel ¼ 0:01%) for some volumes. Note that the obtained value of the relative error is smaller than in the case of the fracture energy; this is in full agreement with comments made in Section 4.3. Elastic properties (16) and (6) give: Note that the estimated integral range has been derived for a sufficiently small relative error ð rel ¼ 0:01%Þ to consider that (20) provides an accurate estimation of the theoretical integral range.
Towards a connection between linear and non-linear RVE sizes
The goal is here to establish a connection between the RVE characteristics within the linear and the non-linear frameworks. Summarizing the obtained results in Table 4 , it appears that the integral range depends on the studied property, for a given volume fraction. The integral range is larger for the non-linear property than for the elastic one. On the contrary, the power coefficient is the same for both properties. This power coefficient is close to one but a bit smaller than the values obtained by Kanit et al. (2003) . It is mainly due to the weak values of contrast in the properties of the constituents.
From the present study, we provide the following aspect ratio of length in order to connect the linear and the non-linear cases:
As previously mentioned, the obtained value of the integral range for the non-linear property is a conservative estimation of the theoretical value A E . This estimation is expected to decrease with decreasing relative error until stabilization. Therefore, for sake of reliability, the sensitivity of the aspect ratio to E rel has to be studied (Fig. 19 ) keeping in mind that C rel ¼ 0:01% is sufficiently small to assume an accurate estimation of A C in the linear case. In order to offer the user a good compromise between low computational cost and reliable estimation of integral ranges the aspect ratio is upper bounded according to Fig. 19: ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi
This result is valid for the variation range of the relative error that we consider as acceptable and for the volume fraction f v ¼ 10%. However, since the largest dispersion of the fracture energy corresponds to f v ¼ 10% (see Section 4.3), aspect ratio (22) can also be considered as a conservative but reliable connection between RVE characteristics of linear and non-linear cases.
Conclusion
A new statistical-numerical RVE determination method has been developed. This method is based on the classical geostatistical framework previously used in this context by Kanit et al. (2003) and on a new stopping criterion to build the initial samples. This criterion avoids high computational cost that is usually not affordable in many industrial applications or strongly non-linear cases. Its construction relies on: (1) the integration of estimation uncertainty (related to variance and mean) in the identification of the crucial integral range, (2) a sampling strategy that is adapted to the accuracy (i.e. relative error) to reach, reducing the number of realizations (and therefore of computations) to perform for the sample construction.
This methodology has been successfully applied to the RVE determination of a quasi-brittle random metal matrix composites for linear and non-linear properties. The following advantages were pointed out: this approach offers a good compromise between an accurate estimation of the RVE size and the required CPU time, this approach is flexible enough to be applied to linear and nonlinear properties allowing us to exhibit a correlation factor between ''linear" and ''non-linear" RVEs.
As expected, it came out that the non-linear RVE corresponding to fracture properties is larger than the elastic one. In the case of quasi-brittle fracture properties, the RVE size is found to be about 8-10 times the linear RVE size. This paper does not analyze the sensibility of this last result to the morphology of the inclusions. This will be done in a forthcoming work. Fig. 19 . Evolution of the aspect ratio of length as a function of the ratio of the relative errors.
